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SKiNiUS® is the dermatological brand of 100% Made in Italy functional 
cosmetics and food supplements characterised by synergic and complementary 

active ingredients. The company was born in 2008 from the sensitivity of mind 

and skin of biologist Dr. Mariagrazia Boniardi: the name, which derives from 

the English “skin” and the Latin “ius” (right), combines scientific rigour and the 

emotion of the skin. A link with dermatology that has always guided the research 

team in the creation of essential and multifunctional products.

The SKiNiUS® approach is simple, clean and essential in its deep 
scientific content: the products are in fact functional, focused and 

concentrated on ‘leading’ references that smooth out complexities. 

The aim is to improve the quality of life of the cells by enabling 

them to produce more collagen and elastin, thus helping the skin 

to find within itself the natural resources to shine for a long time.

Quality, scientific rigour and a passion for dermatology are the 

secret of SKiNiUS®, the company that makes #happycells its 

mission. Numerous awards from the scientific world and the loyalty 

of consumers have allowed SKiNiUS® to establish itself from a 

small Milanese home-office as a point of reference in the Italian 
dermocosmetic-dermatological market.

Mariagrazia Boniardi
SKiNiUS® President

Philosophy
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A real revolution that will enhance the rooms of your guests, an 
exclusive service to make their stay unique and, above all, to 

pamper them in the best possible way.

Amenities line
The SKiNiUS® line by Allegrini, is born from the joint-venture between 
dermocosmetics and the amenities world. The collection includes: Shower 

Gel, Shampoo, Hair Conditioner, Body Lotion and Soap.
Fresh and energizing ingredients created to take care of yourselves, every time 

of the year.
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BOTTLES TRANSPARENT BOTTLE AND MASTER SILVER 

CAP WITH MATT FINISHING LABEL. 30 ml

SOAP  CARTON BOX IN RECYCLABLE PAPER. 20 g
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GIFT BOX  CONTAINING 4 BOTTLES OF 30 ml AND

SOAP OF 20 g.
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DISPENSER TRANSPARENT BOTTLE, TRANSPARENT PUMP WITH 

SILVER RING AND MATT FINISHING LABEL (CAN BE COMBINED WITH 

WHITE PLASTIC OR STEEL WALL BRACKET). 300 ml
*wall-applicable with stickers or screws
**wall-applicable with screws
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DISPENSER TRANSPARENT BOTTLE, TRANSPARENT PUMP WITH 

SILVER RING AND MATT FINISHING LABEL (CAN BE COMBINED WITH 

WHITE PLASTIC OR STEEL WALL BRACKET). 300 ml
*wall-applicable with stickers or screws
**wall-applicable with screws
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PLUS
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A formulation ideal for moisturizing the skin which, after application, is 
soft and velvety.

A formulation with a gentle foam that cleanses, calms and nourishes 
the skin.

It helps to maintain and enhance the shine, moisturizing and 
disentangling the hair. Perfect for everyday use.

It gently cleanses and leaves hair shiny and nourished. Suitable for all 
hair types, perfect for everyday use.

A formulation with a gentle foam that cleanses, calms and nourishes, 
keeping skin in balance.

dermatologically
tested

with vegetable origin 
surfactants

no animal source
raw ingredient

no animal testing

silicone free

COSMETIC SOLUTIONS STUDIED 
AND TESTED IN FULL RESPECT OF 

THE BODY

Unique ingredients compose this line: the linseed extract has emollient and 
soothing properties that make it suitable also for delicate skin, furthermore 
it gives nourishment and vitality to the hair. The vitamin E has antioxidant 

properties to prevent skin ageing.

Cosmetic formulations

BODY LOTION
MOISTURIZING

RELAXING

PURIFYING

NOURISHING

SOFTENING
SOAP

HAIR CONDITIONER

SHAMPOO

SHOWER GEL
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The scent?! Bergamot, Anise and Mint as top notes, passing through the middle 

notes of Rose and Jasmine, and at the end Amber and Musk sweetness.

An intriguing therapeutical and exclusive mix.

Olfactory pyramid

TOP NOTES 

Bergamot, Ground Ivy Leaves, 
Neroli, Anis, Mint.

MIDDLE NOTES 

Ozonic Harmony, Jasmine, Rose.

BASE NOTES

Cedarwood, Amber, Musk.
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cod. 026BL503400 cod. 026SH503400cod. 026SG503401 cod. 026HC503400cod. 01AA772879

30 ml 30 ml30 ml 30 ml20 g

Amenities Line

SOAP BODY LOTION SHAMPOOSHOWER GEL
HAIR 

CONDITIONER
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cod. 026GIFT503400

Amenities Line Gift Box

BOX
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cod. 026BL503401 cod. 026SH503401cod. 026SG503402 cod. 026HC503401 cod. 026LS503400

300 ml 300 ml 300 ml300 ml300 ml

HAND&BODY 
LOTION SHAMPOOSHOWER GEL

HAIR
CONDITIONER LIQUID SOAP

Dispensers
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www.al legriniamenit ies.com

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED The content of this presentation has been developed by Allegrini Amenities. Any use, total or partial,  of the contents inserted in this presentation, as well  as copy, 
reproduction, diffusion or distr ibution of the same contents through any technological platform, support or network, without any previous written authorization by Allegrini Amenities is forbidden. 
Names, symbols and designs part  of this presentation are graphic and conceptual suggestions; no trademark search and/or verif ication on the market, nor copyright has been effected from our 
side. We shall  therefore refuse any responsibil ity in this respect.
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